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"
he idea behind my capsule colledion

for Net-a-Porter.com

plays with the noSignature
sophistication
from David
Meister's debut
bridal collection.

tion of the non-traditional bride," says

Wll,

whose five exclusive looks for the

shopping mega-site launch in January. "I think
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girls today want more options," He's giving
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\ t \ \ ~ brides what they desire in the form of both long
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and short confections-from

a floor-sweeping,

tiered-tulle dress to a deliciously simple shiftplus separates in the way of embellished tanks
and skirts. "I hope I'll transcend a woman's expectations

of the ideal govvn," says Wu, "so that

it will be a piece she will always love."
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CAMERA-READY
It seems only natural for LA-based
red-carpet designer David Meister to
take his glam, modern looks down
a different aisle, 'Brides today not only
want to look beautiful, but they also
want to feel sexy. My gowns really

incorporate all of these elements,"
he says of his new collection, out this
spring, 'and are perfect for the
California woman,' $7,500 to $3,50Q

Silk sleeveless dress with bow belt,
$2,600, net-a-porter.com.

Jin Wang, III Malden Ln, SF, 475-397-9111 f
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Moment in Time
"Something

old, something

new .. ," is

the maxim of vintage connoisseur

and

stylist Erin Tavin's Echo Park boutique.
':'

Featuring

one-of-a-kind

gowns

sOUI'Ced

from private estates, local costume
houses and European

flea markets, Tavin

also offers accessories

"for just the right

twist to make the look current," she says.
The romantic

I

dresses range from Victorian

Diamond slice ring
with oxidized
white gold and diamond
pave band, $5,800,
moniquepean.com.

to Vera Wang. and-for a real dreamcome-hue---ere all priced lmder $1,000.
1543 Echo Park Ave., L.A., 213-482-5832;
lifebytavin.com.INGRID
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Monique Pean Atelier is the designer's new
1950s embroidered lace
wedding dress, $725.
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SPRING

WEDDINGS

2011

offering of custom engagement rings made
with recycled gold and platinum, and
set with antique (read: conflict-free) diamonds.
Good for the bride, good for the planet.

